The Wacky Otter Bunch
Skit
Roles:
• Club Leader (aka Head Otter)
• 2-3 Club Members (aka Kits #1, 2, & 3)
• Unsuspecting Audience – it’s important for the volunteer participants to not know what is going on, or
what will happen next. Do your best to make them feel uncomfortable and “out of the loop.”
The Scene:
A local club meeting of a fictional organization called the Wacky Otter Bunch.
The audience does not realize what is happening and hopefully gets confused, feels somewhat uncomfortable
or out of place, and does not understand what is happening.
The Skit:
Head Otter (i.e. club leader) walks into the room and addresses the audience. The club members (aka: the kits)
are seated in the audience with everyone else.
Head Otter: Hi, welcome to the first meeting of the year for the Wacky Otter Bunch, I am the head otter. O.K.,
let’s get started with the club song.
(The kits stand up and recite:)
We are the wacky otter bunch, (spin around)
We love to play and sing, (jump up and down)
And if you want to join us, (motion to everyone around them, and then to point to themselves)
Then just give us a ring. (make a phone gesture with hand up to ear)
Munch, munch, munch, we’re the wacky otter bunch! (make eating gesture with
hands while spinning around and jumping up and down)
Head Otter: O.K., great job you wacky otters. Now let’s get on with the meeting. First is past otter biz. How’s
construction on the new slide at the swimming hole coming along?
Kit #1: (stands up, puts hands behind head with fingers laced) Construction is right on schedule, head otter. It
should be ready by spring.
Head Otter: Sounds great. O.K., how about the upcoming fishing expedition?

Kit #2: (stands up, puts hands behind head with fingers laced) Plans are underway, head otter, but we need to
vote on the date and location. The fishing bunch recommends that we have it on April 1 at Otter River.
Head Otter: O.K., all in favor … (makes two fists and puts both hands in the air over head)
All Otters Respond: (all otters make two fists, puts both hands in the air over their heads, then pulls arms
down as they yell in unison) Otters Rule!
Head Otter: O.K., proceed with the fishing plans. How about future otter biz?
Kit #3: (stands up, puts hands behind head with fingers laced) Head otter, I would like to propose that we offer
a diving school for the new otters at Otter Lake this summer.
Head Otter: Sounds like a good idea, any discussion? (brief pause)
O.K., hearing none, let’s vote. All in favor of starting a diving school for new otters …
All Otters Respond: (all otters make two fists, puts both hands in the air over their heads, then pulls arms
down as they yell in unison) Otters Rule!
Head Otter: O.K., you know what to do! Any other otter biz? (brief pause)
Hearing none, it’s time for fun and snacks!
All Otters Respond: We are the wacky otter bunch! (all otters make two fists, put both hands in the air over
their heads, then arms down as they yell in unison) Otters Rule!
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